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Adding parameters to toolpath points enables you to provide custom 

information to control different types of machines, such as: 

 Laser cutters 

 Water jet cutters 

 Paint sprayers 

 Additive machines 

 If you add parameters to toolpath points, you must update 

your postprocessor to process these parameters (see page 7). 

For example, when using a laser cutter you may need to vary the 
intensity of the beam at certain points in the toolpath: 

 

 — At the start, turn on the laser to a power of 90%. 

 — 10mm from the start, turn the laser power to 100%. 

 — 10mm from the end, turn the laser power to 90%. 

 — At the end, turn the laser off. 
 

Overview 
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You can use the following toolpath point parameter functions in a 

macro, or by typing them into a command window: 

Description Function 

Returns the number of 

segments on the referenced 
toolpath. 

int toolpath_segment_count( ent

ity ref) 

Returns the number of points 

on the n'th segment of the 
referenced toolpath. 

int segment_point_count( entity 

ref, int n) 

Returns the length of the n'th 
segment of the referenced 

toolpath. 

real segment_get_length( entity 

ref, int n) 

Returns the id of the point 
distance ± tolerance from the 

start of the n'th segment on 
the referenced toolpath. 

int segment_get_point_at_distan

ce( entity ref, int n, real 

distance, real tolerance) 

Creates a point at distance 

from the start of the n'th 
segment on the referenced 

toolpath. If there is an 
existing point within tolerance 

of this point then no new 
point is created. Returns the 

id of the newly created or 
existing point. 

int segment_create_point_at_dis

tance( entity ref, int n, real 

distance, real tolerance) 

Toolpath point parameter 
functions 
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Returns a map of parameters 

on the m'th point on the n'th 
segment of the referenced 

toolpath.  

int point_parameters( entity 

ref, int n, int m) 

Adds a parameter named key 
with value value to the m'th 

point on the n'th segment of 
the referenced toolpath.  

int point_add_parameter( entity 

ref, int n, int m, string key, 

string value) 

Remove parameter named 

key from the m'th point on 
the n'th segment of the 

referenced toolpath. 

int point_remove_parameter( ent

ity ref, int n, int m, string 

key) 

Remove all parameters from 

the m'th point on the n'th 
segment of the referenced 

toolpath. 

int point_remove_parameters( en

tity ref, int n, int m) 

Returns the geometric point 
on a toolpath which is closest 

to a given point in space. 

OBJECT 

closest_point_on_toolpath(ENTIT

Y toolpath, POINT point) 
 

Sample macros 
This example adds a parameter called laser to every toolpath point 

and the parameter's value increases by ten, from one point to the 
next.  

 Points can have more than one parameter, or they can have 
no parameters at all. 

int segments = toolpath_segment_count("toolpath", "1") 

int segment = 0 

int error = 0 

 

while $segment < $segments { 

int points = segment_point_count("toolpath", "1", $segment) 

int point = 0 

int power = 0 

 

while $point < $points { 

$error = point_add_parameter("toolpath", "1", $segment, 

$point, "laser", $power) 

$point = $point + 1 

$power = $power + 10 

} 

 

$segment = $segment + 1 

} 
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The toolpath point parameter functionality is mainly macro-driven. 

However, you can enter the following command to start Toolpath 
Point Parameters mode to work with toolpath point parameters 

interactively: 

EDIT TOOLPATH POINT_PARAMETERS 

 You must have an active toolpath to enter this mode. 

When in Toolpath Point Parameters mode, you can use the Toolpath 

Point Parameters toolbar: 

 

The Toolpath Point Parameters dialog is also available: 

 

Using Toolpath Point 
Parameters mode 
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The Toolpath point parameters dialog enables you to select a point 

and view its parameters. 

 

Points with parameters are red and points with no parameters are 

blue. The selected point is surrounded by a yellow circle, in this 
case 0:456 where the first number (0) is the segment number and 

the second (456) the point number. 

 — Displays the distance of the selected point from the start of 

the toolpath segment. 

 — Displays the distance of the selected point from the end of the 

toolpath segment. 

 — Enter a value to filter the point list. The filter uses 
case-insensitive substring comparison. This helps you to find points 

with particular user data. For example, typing 420 in the filter box 

restricts the listed points to those where either the key, or value, 

contains 420.  

 

Closing the dialog, or clicking  in the mode toolbar, exits 
Toolpath Point Parameters mode. 
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When using toolpath point parameters, it is important to understand 

how segment and point identifiers work: 

 Segment and point identifiers use zero-based indexing. This 
means the first point or segment has a value of 0. If a toolpath 

has 10 segments, then the segment identifiers are 0 to 9 

inclusive. Similarly, if a segment has 8 points then the point 

identifiers are in the range 0 to 7 inclusive. 

 Segment and point identifiers are transitory, not fixed. So, if you 

create a new point, all the points after the additional point are 
renumbered. 

In this example, a new point is inserted between points 4 and 5. 
In the updated toolpath segment, all points after point 4 have 

new identifiers. Because the number of points has also changed, 

a cached value from segment_point_count() is no longer 

correct.  

 

 Do not use any previously stored point identifiers or point 

counts after inserting a new point.  
 

Segment and point 
identifiers 
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To use the parameters added to a toolpath point, you must update 

your postprocessor option file. 

For example, if you create a parameter laser, you must modify your 

option file to include udp_laser. 

If you need help with editing your option file, create a modification 

request using a ppopt# task. 

 

Postprocessor 
requirements 


